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The commercial vehicle industry has witnessed a period of extended growth in the new 
fiscal year, following a good period of economic growth during the last financial year 
(FY2017-18), respite emission norms change over from BSIII to BSIV. Total CV sales 
during the first quarter of FY 2018-19 (April-June) registered an average growth of 
51% compare with the previous quarter of FY 2017-18.

Bus segment witnessed a sharp recovery of 24% growth in Q1 FY 2018-19(April-June) 
compared with previous quarter of FY2017-18, reasons stated for growth being 
Government initiatives in transport connectivity improvement in smart cities, rural 
transport, added stable demand from school, staff transport applications.

Truck & Trailer segment continued their upswing with 56% growth in Q1 FY 2018-19 
(April-June) compared with previous quarter of FY2017-18, reasons stated for growth 
being allocation of funds towards rural, infrastructure programs, drive towards stricter 
controls on excessive loading beyond prescribed payloads & pent up demand of truck 
purchase post GST, demonetization period.  

Looking ahead, we anticipate proposed reforms to transportation regulations such as a 
proposal to increase axle load weights and reductions in GST (Goods & Services Tax) 
from 28% to 18% for all automotive and related components, may well lead to this high 
sales growth level continuing for months to come.

Foreword
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•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai, a commercial vehicle manufacturer, along 
with its authorized distributor DRB-HICOM Commercial Vehicles Sdn. Bhd. 
(DHCV), launched Tata Super Ace, Tata Ultra 814 and Tata ULTRA 1014 in 
Malaysia in the month of April 2018.

•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai plans to launch around 50 commercial 
vehicles (CVs) this year to enhance its product portfolio. Also, planned to 
invest Rs 1,500 crore in R&D, capacity expansion and products compliant 
with BS VI emission norms before government deadline 1st April 2020.

•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai, along with its distributor partner, TMT 
Motors Corp of Vietnam, inaugurated Service & Spares facility (3S), in Ho 
Chi Minh. Located on QL1A road, the new 3S facility spanning across 11000 
sq mts with a wide display area, showcasing entire range of Tata Motors’ 
small and light commercial vehicles. The new dealership comes equipped 
with a 6-bay workshop with dedicated bays for accidental repairs, washing 
ramps, express service, 4 post hoists and inspection pit. Further, the facility 
offers new amenities like Automatic Lube Dispensing Unit, Extended Hours 
Breakdown Assistance, Mobile Workshops built on the Tata Super Ace to 
service customers in remote locations. Keeping customer comfort in mind, 
the dealership has a classy waiting lounge, where customers can witness 
their vehicles being serviced.

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai, has secured an order worth USD10.58m 
to supply, service and provide spares for 147 buses comprising 80 units of 
Falcon buses, 57 units of Eagle 916 buses and 10 MiTR3 bus models to 
Burkina Faso, West Africa. The purchaser is The Ministry of Higher 
Education, Scientific Research & Innovation. This is a repeat order 
following delivery of 135 Falcon coaches last year.

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd launched the "eN-Dhan" fuel card, in partnership with 
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd (HPCL) Drive Track Plus" program, to 
provide best-in-class savings in fuel to customers. This is expected to result 
in annual savings in the range of INR 50,000 per annum per truck especially 
for customers in the medium and heavy commercial vehicle (M&HCV) 
segment. The eN-Dhan cards are free of charge and will be available in all 
Ashok Leyland dealerships across the country and can be used in all HPCL 
Fuel Stations.

•  Mahindra Truck & Bus Ltd, a division of Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd of 
Mumbai launched a brand-new range of Intermediate Commercial Vehicles 
(ICVs: 7.5 tonnes to 12 tonnes gross weights) named Furio. The new range 
represents an investment of USD87.6m and is the result of a combined 
effort of more than 500 Mahindra engineers and 180 suppliers.

 Italian design house, Pininfarina S.p.A of Italy, a Mahindra Group 
subsidiary since 2015, has styled the Furio’s new state-of-the-art cabin, 
giving the new truck, it claims, one of the safest, most ergonomic and 
comfortable cabins in the industry.
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•  Volvo Eicher Commercial Vehicles Ltd of Gurgaon, (the 
commercial vehicle manufacturing joint venture and subsidiary of 
Sweden’s Volvo AB and Eicher Motors Ltd of Gurugram, India) is to 
supply 40 hybrid buses to Brihanmumbai Electric Supply & 
Transport Undertaking (BEST). In addition, pilot operation with 
three vehicles in new town Kolkata and WB HIDCO. VECV is to 
integrate KPIT's indigenously developed electrification technology, 
Revolo, on its Skyline Pro platform. 

 The new Eicher Sky line PRO3 hybrid bus is to be manufactured at the company’s plant at Pithampur, 
Madhya Pradesh. VECV states it is capable of regenerating up to 36% of the waste energy, which means that it can 
run on less than 0.8 kilowatts (kW) of electricity per km and offers a range of up to 177 kilometers including full air 
conditioning loads. The bus batteries are fully recharged overnight.

•  VE Commercial Vehicles Ltd of Pithampur – has launched two new CNG light/medium truck variants, the Eicher 
Pro 1049 (5-tons gvw) and Eicher Pro 1059 (6.5 tons gvw) in the Eicher Pro 1000 series – see vehicle specifications 
below. These two models will strengthen its green energy portfolio to serve customers in the Delhi NCR region.

•  VE Commercial Vehicles limited of Pithampur has launched two new heavy-duty truck variants to its portfolio, 
these are the Eicher Pro 60491 – a 49-ton gvw tractor unit and the Eicher Pro 60412- a 41-ton gvw rigid truck.

•  Volvo Eicher Commercial Vehicles Ltd of Gurgaon has introduced a new seven-speed gearbox (7F+1R), ET50S7, 
which replaces its 6-speed predecessor, the Eicher 4M6SN, and is to be fitted with the Eicher E494 four-cylinder 
diesel engine in all VECV medium-duty trucks.

•  VE Commercial Vehicles Ltd has received the country’s first Bharat Stage 6 (BS VI) emissions certification within 
the commercial vehicle industry for its E483 3.3-litre four-cylinder turbocharged diesel engine. The engine was 
certified by the International Centre for Automotive Technology (iCAT) in Manesar; the principal homologation 
testing agency in India and R&D centre. The E483 BS VI diesel engine, which has a top rating of 85kW (114hp), has 
been certified for a range of light to medium commercial vehicle models ranging from 3.5t to 10t gvw.

•  Daimler India Commercial Vehicles Pvt Ltd (DICV) of Chennai, a 
subsidiary of the Germany’s Daimler AG unveiled its latest flagship 
luxury fully-built coach, the Mercedes-Benz 2441 Super High Deck 
(SHD) coach, which is to be manufactured at its dedicated bus 
chassis and body plant in Oragadam, near Chennai.

•  Commercial vehicles maker SML Isuzu Ltd of Chandigarh has 
increased the production capacity of its plant with the addition of a 
new assembly line. The company's production capacity has 
increased from 18,000 vehicles per annum to 24,000 vehicles per 
annum with an investment of Rs 22 crore on the new assembly line 
and regular production started effective August 1, 2018.

•  Scania Commercial Vehicles India Pvt Ltd of Kolar, Karnataka 
State - a wholly-owned subsidiary of Scania AB of Sodertalje, 
Sweden (a subsidiary of the Traton Group) - has ceased in-house 
production of premium bus and coach bodies – namely the Scania 
Citywide (an intra-city / urban bus) and Metro link (an intercity 
coach model) - at its manufacturing factory in Narasapura, 
Bangalore. Scania cited commercial non-viability as the main 
reason; it suggested total sales of some 1100 since it launched the 
vehicles some five years ago. The employees involved in the body 
building concern have been offered compensation packages.

 Scania now plans to work with existing and established 
in-house quality approved Indian bus and coach body builders such 
as the MG Group among others to fulfil its customers’ needs in 
the future.
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•  Goldstone Infratech Ltd (GIL) of Telangana, has announced it is invest-
ing USD87.89m to establish a second plant in Bidar, Karnataka, which is to 
have a designed manufacturing capacity for up to 1,500 buses a year. The 
plant is expected to be operational within this financial year (ending March 
31, 2019). 
 Currently, Goldstone is assembling electric buses via a technical 
collaboration with Chinese company, BYD Company Ltd of Shenzhen, 
which was initiated in November 2016. GIL has an assembly plant near 
Hyderabad with an annual capacity of 600 units and together with the new 
plant in Bidar it will have a total capacity of some 2,100 units per year.

•  Goldstone Infratech Ltd of Telangana, in collaboration with BYD Compa-
ny Ltd of Shenzhen, China has launched a new urban electric bus in India, 
called the eBuzz K6.
 The eBuzz K6 is a 7m long fully-electric high floor bus designed 
for used as a last-mile ‘feeder' bus for transporting people from their homes 
and places of work to BRT and commuter bus corridors. The eBuzz K6 
offers seven seats and is manufactured using a monocoque construction.  
It is equipped with a set of BYD Lithium Ion Phosphate batteries, which are 
used to power an electric motor to offer a peak power output of 241hp 
(180kW) and 1500Nm of peak torque. It is fitted with front and rear air 
suspension, disc brakes all round (ABS is an option) and air conditioning as 
standard. The top speed of the bus is limited to 80kmph as per the norms 
for commercial vehicles in India with a range exceeding 200kms on a single 
charge. The electric bus is to be made in India (where in India - at the new 
plant?) and will also be exported to SAARC countries such as Nepal.

•  JSW Energy Limited of Maharashtra, has announced plans to develop 
and launch a range of electric buses and light pick-up trucks in addition to 
electric cars with a capex plan USD948.91m for the new venture.
 Last year Aug 2018, the company has no touch in automobile 
space, had announce their plan to make a foray into new verticals, includes 
electric vehicles, energy storage business and charging infrastructure. In 
continuation they acquired JSW Electric Vehicles Pvt Ltd2, is part of 
diversification strategy of JSW Energy Ltd to foray into electric vehicles, 
energy storage systems and charging infrastructure.

•  The Ministry of Road Transport & Highways (MORTH) of New Delhi has notified the transport industry of a 
variation in maximum safe axle weights limits to commercial vehicles under Motor Vehicle Act, 1988.
 Overloading of commercial vehicles has been commonplace for many years in India causing much 
damage to its roads and the vehicles themselves; as well as causing safety concerns. The government 
subsequently has decided to address the issue by increasing permissible axle weights in trucks to international 
standards. There remains, however, a number of key unanswered questions on road conditions, vehicle 
dynamics, applicability to existing vehicles, homologation requirements to certify the increase in load.
 The gross vehicle weight of a two-axle truck (two wheels on the front axle and four wheels in the rear) 
has been increased to 18.5 tonne from the existing 16.2 tonnes, increasing the load carrying capacity by just 
over 20%. Similarly, the gross vehicle weight for a three-axle truck has been increased to 28.5 tonne from 25 
tonnes. For a five-axle truck, the vehicle weight has been increased from 37 tonnes to 43.5 tonne, increasing the 
load carrying capacity by more than 25%. The load carrying capacity for other categories of multi-axle trucks 
has also been increased. For tractor trailers, the limit has been raised by 36%.

•  Supreme Court on 24th July 2018 directed Delhi government to prepare a comprehensive plan on 
strengthening Delhi’s public transport system, saying that just procuring 1,000 electric buses was not enough 
and proper infrastructure must be put in place for their parking and charging stations. These directives were 
made on the scenario of investigating the case filled by SIAM towards arguing on the deficiency of resources 
and time to produce 1000 electric buses to Delhi government before 2020.

Policy/Regulations



Component/Body builders/Service Providers

•  Exide Industries Ltd of Kolkata, India's largest 
manufacturer of lead-acid storage batteries, has 
announced it is establishing a joint venture with 
Leclanche SA of Yverdon-les-Bains, Switzerland - one 
of the world's leading energy storage solution 
manufacturer - to build lithium-ion batteries for 
electrically powered vehicles and stationary energy 
storage systems in India. A new company is to be 
established with Exide Industries being the majority 
shareholder.  Under the joint venture agreement, 
Leclanche is to provide access to its know-how and 
intellectual property for lithium-ion cells, modules and 
battery management systems. Exide Industries is to 
be responsible for setting up a large-scale 
manufacturing facility in Gujarat for lithium-ion battery 
production and is to use its extensive sales network 
and brand name to develop business in this new 
market segment. The new joint venture company says 
it will focus production initially for three transportation 
market segments, e-buses, e- two wheelers & e- 
Rikshaws.

•  Sumitomo Corporation of Japan has bought 49% 
share equity of Mukand Sumi Special Steel Ltd 
(MSSL), a joint venture set up in partnership with 
Mukand Ltd, for USD172.41m. Mukand retains 51% 
equity of this joint venture equity in JV company. 
MSSL has 100 acres of land adjoining Mukand’s 
existing plant at Hospet for the proposed construction 
and commissioning of new steel rolling facilities by 
mid-2020 with an investment of USD87.59m.

•  Axalta Coating Systems India Pvt Ltd of Gurugram, 
a subsidiary of Axalta Coating Systems LLC of 
Philadelphia, USA, has inaugurated an additional 
manufacturing facility of 5300 square meters at Salvi, 
Gujarat, India to meet the growing demand for powder 
coating surface finish in commercial vehicles and 
industrial applications.

•  Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras of 
Chennai has signed a MOU with Continental AG of 
Hanover, Germany for advanced research in machine 
learning (a category of algorithm that allows software 
applications to become more accurate in predicting 
outcomes without being explicitly programmed). 
IIT Madras with its competence in machine learning 
and bio-inspired neural networks is to contribute to 
Continental’s ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems) business that is intended to provide drivers 
and passengers with additional safety and an increase 
in comfort. The collaboration, code-named Project 
NeuroMotive, is to aid Continental’s long-term 
strategy globally towards ‘Vision Zero’ – a future with 
zero accidents through innovations and ongoing 
improvement of components and systems making a 
decisive contribution to greater road safety.

•  Ensol Industries Pvt Ltd of Jaipur, Rajasthan (a 
division of Ensol India), a body builder specializing in 
making bodies for environmental applications (for 
example garbage compactor, skip loaders, bin lifters, 
etc) and disaster management operations 
(fire-fighting truck bodies, water bowsers, crash 
tenders, etc), has announced plans to diversify into 
manufacturing trailers. Consequently, Ensol has 
extended its manufacturing base at its existing RIICO 
Industrial Area plant in Jaipur, Rajasthan. The covered 
area of the new addition, which extends to 70,000 
square feet, has seven bays with capacity to build up 
to 4,000 units a year; it represents an investment of 
USD1.46m. Trailer types on offer from Ensol include: 
flatbed trailer, side-board trailer, low loader trailers, 
bulkers, tipper trailers and skeletal trailers. Ensol state 
all trailers are to meet quality build standards and will 
be certified in accordance with the AIS-1132 Trailer 
Body Code.

•  Net sales at Apollo Tyres Ltd of Haryana for the full 
year ending March 31, 2018 (FY18), increased by 12% 
to INR146.74tn (USD2.14bn) as compared with 
INR130.63tn in the last fiscal year; net profit reported 
for the full year FY18 was INR7.240bn (USD105m), 
which was based on operating profit of INR17.680bn 
(USD258m). Apollo Tyres, which sells tyres under four 
brands - the Apollo and Vredestein comprise tyres for 
passenger, commercial and off highway vehicles and 
brands Regal and Kaizen focus on the truck-bus tyre 
segment - reported its geographical revenues split as 
India, 65%; Europe, 31% and Other Geographies, 4%.

•  National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) 
signed its first ‘toll-operate’ transfer concession 
agreement with Australia’s Sydney-based Macquarie 
Group Ltd on April 2018. The assignation was made 
through formal tender and a winning bid valued at 
USD1.41bn to manage 648km of road network for 30 
years. The agreement gives Macquarie the right to 
collect tolls on stretches of nine selected national 
highways over 30 years against an upfront payment 
of USD1.4bn payable within 120 days to the 
government.
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Indian bus market attains a growth of 20% from 20,520 units in Q1(Apr-June) of 2017-18 to 24,574 units in 
Q1 2018-19. All the segment registers a positive growth compared to the 1st quarter of last year.

Note: Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Apr - June) of FY2017-18, Q4 2017-18 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of 
FY2017-18, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial 
Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers 
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

LCV bus sales upsurge in 1st quarter of 2018-19
Sale of light duty commercial vehicles grow by 19% to 14,213 units in Q1 of 2018-19 from 11,889 units of the 
Q1 2017-18. In LCV segment, Special application (school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc.) share of 80% in 
Q1 of 2018-19.

ICV Bus sales rise by 6% in Q1 of 2018-19
Sale of Intermediate commercial vehicles rise by 6% from 5,851 units of Q1 2017-18 to 6,212 units of Q1 2018-19. 
In ICV segment, Special application (school & college buses, tour buses etc.) share of 80.5% in Q1 2018-19.

MCV bus sales vast growth of 50% in Q1 of 2018-19
Sales of Medium & Heavy commercial vehicles up by 50% to register 4,149 units in Q1 of 2018-19 from 2,770 units 
in Q1 of 2017-18. In M&HCV segment, Intercity application share of 32% in Q1 2018-19.

Statistics  
Bus Market

Segment Q1-2017 Q1-2018 %change
Q1 FY2018 Application

Intracity Interurban Intercity Special Application

LCV 11,899 14,213 19% 1,279 1,563 –

–

11,370

ICV 5,851 6,212 6% 528 683

MCV 2,770 4,149 50% 871 705 1,203 1,328

5,001

Total 20,520 24,574 20%

Q1 FY2018-19 Segment and Application wise sales

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: 
• Intra-city buses Runs within the city, covers max of 100 kms

Interurban buses Operates between suburbs, Covers 100 to 300 kms
Intercity Operates between cities or states
For special purposes like school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc., Covers around 50 to 80 kms

• 
• •

Q1 FY 2018-19 Segment wise sales

Q1 2018 LCV 
Application share

Q1 2018 ICV 
Application share

Source: RACE Analysis Interurban Intra city Intercity Special Application

11%
9%

80%

11%

8%

81%
33%

29%

21%

17%

Q1 2018 M&HCV 
Application share
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Market Share 
Buses

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q4 2017 %change Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018 Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018

LCV 7.03% 34.7% 3,155 -25.0%
MS% 22.20%
ICV 6.47% -2.96% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
M&HCV -49.25% -5.19% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
Overall -5.47 -0.63% 3,155 -24.99%
Overall MS%

Q1 2018
4,931

34.69%
2,419

38.94%
982

23.67%
8,332

33.91%

4,607
34.35%

2,272
38.35%

1,935
36.70%

8,814
35.82%

487
3.63%
1,317

22.23%
3,100

58.80%
4,904

19.93%

656
4.62%
1,278

20.57%
2,939

70.84%
4,873

19.83% 12.84%

4,206
31.36%

0.00%

0.00%
4,206

17.09%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher
Q4 2017 %change Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018 Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018

LCV 12.8% 42.4% 2,464 35.5%
MS% 17.34%
ICV 0.63% 52.88% -16.41%
MS% 15.66%
M&HCV 0.00% 0.00% -3.80%
MS% 5.50%
Overall 8.49% 45.83% 3,665 13.86%
Overall MS%

Q1 2018
988

6.95%
481

7.74%

0.00%
1,469

5.98%

876
6.53%

478
8.07%

0.00%
1,354

5.50%

1,418
10.57%

694 1,061
11.71%

0.00%
2,112

8.58%

2,019
14.21%

1,164 973

237 228
17.08%

0.00%
3,080

12.53% 14.91%

1,818
13.56%

19.65%

4.50%
3,219

13.08%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Apr - June) of FY2017-18, Q4 2017-18 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2017-18, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or SIAM will not be 
taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

In Q1 of 2018-19, Tata motors ltd holds the market leader position with the share of 33.91% in overall market 
share, however degrowth of 5.47% compared to last quarter (Q4 2017-18).

In LCV segment, Tata motors leads market in domestic sale with 34.69% of share in 1st quarter of 2018-19 and 
force motors follows with the market share of 22.20% in Q1 2018-19. Force Motors market share dropped to 
22.20% from 31.36%, VECV & SML ISUZU gains market share of 17.34 and 14.21% respectively. 

In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 38.94% in Q1 of 2018-19, Ashok Leyland follows with 
the 20.57% market share in Q1 of 2018-19. SML Isuzu gains market share of 17.08% in Q1 of 2018-19 from 
11.71% in Q4 of 2017-18.

In M&HCV segment, Ashok Leyland leads in this segment with a share of 70.84% in Q1 of 2018-19, Tata Motors 
follows with the share of 23.67%, however market share drop compare to last quarter.
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Indian truck market attains a vast growth of 89% to register 69,643 units in 1st quarter of 2018-19 from 
36,915 units in 1st quarter of 2017-18. All the segments register a massive growth rate in 1st quarter of 
2018-19 compared to the same period of last year.

LCV goods upsurge in Q1 2018-19
Sale of light commercial goods vehicles register a 26% of growth from 8,130 units in Q1 2017-18 to 10,205 units in 
Q1 2018-19. When considering the application share, open cargo registers 41% & closed cargo register 35% of share in 
overall LCV sale of Q1 2018-19.

ICV trucks sales register a vast growth
Sale of Intermediate commercial goods vehicle registers a positive growth of 100% from 7,612 units in Q1 2017-18 to 
15,239 units in Q1 2018-19. In ICV Segment, Open cargo application share of 29% and closed cargo application share 
of 37% in ICV overall sales in Q1 2018-19.

M&HCV truck sale register a massive growth
Sale of Medium and Heavy commercial trucks attain a massive growth of 109% to register 44,199 units in 
Q1 of 2018-19 from 21,173 units in Q1 of 2017-18. Open cargo application share of 34% and closed cargo application 
share of 29% in M&HCV segment in Q1 2018-19.

Segment Q1-2017 Q1-2018 %change
Q4 2017 Application

Open Cargo Closed Cargo Processed
Cargo

Special
ApplicationRaw Cargo Liquid Cargo

LCV 8,130 10,205 26% 4,184 3,572 – 1,388

ICV 7,612 15,239 100% 4,480 5,638 2,743

M&HCV 21,173 44,199 109% 15,235 12,827 2,670

762

10,024

755

1,021

1,896

594

306

1,547

Total 36,915 69,643 89%

Q1 FY2018 Segment and Application wise sales

Note: 
• Open cargo applied to transport freight which are steady against the external influence and oversized cargos.

Closed cargo applied for transporting all kind of goods but the loading is done by sideways movement are much safer for freight.
Raw cargos are predominantly used in heavy duty and off-road movement specific to application such us mining and construction.
Processed Cargo are equipped with a silo to transport grains, flour, aluminum powder, cements, fly ash etc...
Liquid Cargo applied for the transportation of food and non-food liquid products
Special application is Car/truck/scooter carrier, mechanical broom, crane mounted truck, fire service truck

•
•
•
•
•

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Apr - June) of FY2017-18, Q4 2017-18 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2017-18, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle 
(>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)
All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with 
us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q1 FY 2018-19 Segment wise sales

Source: RACE Analysis

Processed CargoClosed CargoOpen Cargo Liquid Cargo Raw cargo Special Application

Q1 2018 LCV 
Application share

Q1 2018 ICV 
Application share

Q1 2018 M&HCV 
Application share

41%

29% 23%
34%

29%
37%

5%

6%

18%

4%3%
7% 4% 4%

35%

14%

7%
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Market Share  
Trucks

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q4 2017 %change Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018 Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018

LCV -28% -36% 364 7%
MS% 3.57%
ICV -15% -19% 0%
MS% 0.00%
M&HCV -17% -32% 0%
MS% 0.00%
Overall -19% -29% 364 7%
Overall MS%

Q1 2018
5,740

56.25%
6,042

39.65%
29,104

65.85%
40,886

58.71%

8,014
55.84%

7,074
35.04%
35,081

61.45%
50,169

54.75%

341
3.34%
3,359

22.04%
11,119

25.16%
14,819

21.28%

536
3.73%
4,134

20.47%
16,339

28.62%
21,009

22.93% 0.52%

341
2.38%

0.00%

0.00%
341

0.37%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher
Q4 2017 %change Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018 Q4 2017 %changeQ1 2018

LCV -26% -33% 2,382 -33%
MS% 23.34%
ICV 0% -28% -36%
MS% 34.69%
M&HCV -4% 0% -36%
MS% 6.03%
Overall -15% -30% 10,334 -35%
Overall MS%

Q1 2018
924

9.05%

0.00%

2.52%
2,039

2.93%

1,115

1,248
8.70%

0.00%

2.03%
2,408

2.63%

1,160

551

454
4.45%

5,287

2,665
3.62%

0.00%
1,005

1.44%

763

675
4.70%

3.78%

0.00%
1,438

1.57% 14.84%

3,538
24.65%

40.71%

7.31%
15,932

8,220

4,174

17.39%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Apr - June) of FY2017-18, Q4 2017-18 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2017-18, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or SIAM will not be 
taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Tata motors leads with the market share of 58.71% in 1st quarter (Apr-June) of 2018-19, Ashok Leyland follows 
with the share of 21.28%. 

In LCV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 56.25% in first quarter of 2018. VECV follows with 
the market share of 23.34%, minimal decrease in share compared to the last quarter of 2017-18.

In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 39.65% in first quarter of 2018-19, increase in market 
share compared to last quarter of 2017-18. VECV follows with the market share of 34.69% in Q1 of 2018-19, surge 
in market share compared to the fourth quarter of 2017-18.

In M&HCV segment, Tata motors continues to be market leader with the 65.85% of market share in overall 
M&HCV sales. Ashok Leyland market share drop in Q1 2018-19 registers 25.16% compared to the 28.62% in Q4 of 
2017-18.

www.raceinnovations.in © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved14
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Statistics 
Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)
The Haulage Tractor- Semi Trailer segment attains a vast growth of 73% to 19,228 units in Q1 of 2018-19 from 
11,087 units in Q1 of 2017-18*.

Q1 FY 2018-19 Segment sales

Segment Q1 2017 Q1 2018 %change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer 11,087 19,228 73%

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

OEM Split — Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)

We are not displaying the market share of this segment we suspect the inclusion of 37t gvw Rigid Truck sales figures 
in the haulage tractor header as published by SIAM in turn can distort the actual market share figures. For detailed 
RACE analysis on Haulage tractor you may write us in person to share the information as we do not want to publish 
it on an open forum.

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Note: Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Apr - June) of FY2017-18, Q4 2017-18 means 4th Quarter (Jan - Mar) of FY2017-, 
Tractor/Trailer segment – 25tonnes to 49tonnes gvw.

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us 
or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

*Our Analysis suspects that 5,044 units in Q1 of FY 2018-19 and 2,190 units in Q1 of FY 2017-18 
of Heavy duty haulage truck (37T GVW) is factored up in the SIAM report reflecting exponential 
growth in this segment.

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland
Q4 2017 Q1 2018 % change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer
 9,850 8,872 -10%

Q4 2017 Q1 2018 % change

16,426 8,151 -50%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra Volvo Eicher

HD truck/Tractor Trailer

Q4 2017 Q1 2018 % change

2,094 2,049 -2%

Q4 2017 Q1 2018 % change

622 154 -75%

www.raceinnovations.in © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved16
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Forecasted Q1 (July-Sep) of FY2018-19
Indian truck and bus market expected to upsurge in second quarter of 2018-19 due to increase in demand and 
GST tax changes from 28% to 18%. Considering Truck anticipated a positive growth in Q2 2017-18 due to increase 
of demand in mining/construction/ Oil & Gas industry. Legal load scenario paved a way to go for a bigger capacity 
vehicle which leads to boom in tractor/trailer industry and infrastructure developments.

Segment Q2 FY2017 Estimated Q2 2018-19 % Change

LCV 8,463 8,900 5.16%
ICV 3,869 3,955 2.22%
MCV 4,970 5,050 1.61%
Total 17,302 17,905 3.49%

Segment Q2 FY2017 Estimated Q2 2018-19 %change

20,545 23,555 15%

Source: RACE Analysis

Buses

Tractor/Trailer

Note:  Q1 2018-19 means 1st Quarter (Jan to Mar) of FY2018-19, Q1 2017-18 means 1st Quarter (Jan-Mar) of FY2017-18, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw), Tractor/Trailer segment – 25tonnes to 49tonnes gvw, 
HD truck – gvw 35.1 Tonnes above, MS – Market Share

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or SIAM will not be 
taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Segment Q2 FY2017 Estimated Q2 2018-19 % Change

LCV 11,229 11,800 5%
ICV 13,917 14,223 2%
MCV 36,891 39,450 7%
Total 62,037 65,473 6%

Truck

www.raceinnovations.in © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved18
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New Initiative
RACE signs distribution deal for Wilcomatic Automatic Washing Equipment
Chennai / New Delhi / UK / Hyderabad – RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd1 of Chennai and Wilcomatic India Pvt Ltd2 of 
New Delhi, a 100% wholly subsidiary of Wilcomatic Ltd of Croydon, UK and leading supplier of vehicle wash 
equipment for car and commercial vehicles,  have entered into an arrangement to lease automatic washing 
systems to transport operators in India: The first such arrangement is been commissioned with Hyderabad-based 
Arunachala Logistics Pvt Ltd3 of Hyderabad at its vehicle service facility to wash its entire fleets of trucks and 
trailers of various sizes at Kodad, Telangana. 

 This equipment is being imported from Germany. It offers an automatic wash immediately once a vehicle 
parks on a designated bay and is capable of washing the vehicle in just five minutes.  The equipment features 
under chassis wash, high pressure body jets together with special chemical detergent to remove all the dirt and 
most stains from the vehicle. The bay area is 8m long and 3m wide, giving it the flexibility to clean all type of truck 
and trailers.

 1Race Innovations Pvt Ltd of Chennai is a well-established project management organization backed with 
market research and engineering infrastructure arm offering a variety of support services to commercial vehicle 
manufacturers ie. the truck, bus & trailer segments, component OEM’s, and application builders in India and 
abroad.

 2Wilcomatic India Pvt Ltd of New Delhi was established in 2012, as a 100% wholly subsidiary of Wilcomat-
ic Ltd of Croydon, UK. It offers car washes that include new and refurbished automatic rollover units; conveyor 
systems; rollover and drive-through equipment; train, tram and monorail wash systems; truck and bus washes; jet 
washes; vacuums; air and water units; and water recycling systems. It also provides water recycling and rainwater 
harvesting units; top-up system for chemicals; wash bay screens for the commercial sector; vehicle wash related 
installations, including civil works, drainage, electrical and plumbing, wash bay pads, and interceptors; mainte-
nance services; and finance and leasing options. The company also offers third party products. Wilcomatic 
Limited was formerly known as European Motor Holdings Limited. The company was founded in 1967.

 3Arunachala Logistics Pvt Ltd was established in 2000, the biggest fleet operators in South India owning 
around 800 vehicles made up of heavy duty trucks and trailers with its main operations working cement transport 
covering South India.

GMT AUTO ENGINEERING  

Steel Load Body

Domex Load Body

Variants 24 ft 32 ft

Variants 14/16 ft 21/24ft 32 ft

Manual/Automatic

Body Top Covering Solutions

Contact Details
Mob: +91 9840 490 241, Mail: kh@raceinnovations.in

o Car Carrier / Truck Carrier / Scooter Carrier  Truck /Trailer
o Low Bed Trailer Series  8/16/32   Wheeler
o Semi Low Bed Trailer  Tandem / Tridem
o 40’ /24’/27’/32’ Flat Bed / Skeleton Trailer Tandem / Tridem
o 40’/24’/27’/32’ Container/ Side board Trailer Tandem /
Tridem
o Load body/ container / other truck applications.
o LPG Running Gear Trailer Tandem / Tridem    
o Special type hydraulic steering Trailer

Product Offerings  

Trailer code AIS 113 

Flat Bed Semi Trailer

Tip Trailer
Side openable with protection

Side Curtains

Bulker

Port Application  
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Future of Commercial Vehicle Industry - 
Shaping Truck Transportation in India -2030 

“Transportation and Communication has been the lifelines of any growing economy, by far the most common, 
flexible, effective mode being road freight by trucking. It carries immense responsibility for the Commercial 
Vehicle Industry to dispense an efficient, reliable, safe truck with elevated technologies to sustain economics 
of transport business”. 

 Here we reconnoitre, how technology progression in trucks propels operational efficiencies impacting transport, 
logistics & industries stake holders with taking stock of the governmental goals on curbing emissions, vehicle 
supporting alternative fuels to reduce import bills, ensuring road safety- reduction in accidents. 

The Indian CV industry is been now close to 900,000 units as of Y 2018, witnessed about 20% year on year 
growth, GST implementation, expected vehicle scrapping policies, excessive load clamping is set to bring in 
additional growth over the next 2-3 years, which are legislative in nature. But the sustainable growth and game 
changer would be the technology innovations - implementations, communication / electronics interface in trucks 
thereby creating the value proposition, enhanced vehicle utilisation levels supporting the legislative reforms. 

In today’s scenario Trucks and trailers been portrayed as the face of logistics sector, where in stake holders 
demands witness a seismic shift , for example the change in ownership models- CAPEX to OPEX , emergence of 
big fleets, drivers outlook for comfort, safety, infotainments facilities to support liveability on the truck which he 
spends more time than home, involvement of vehicle aggregators linking thru technologies, availability drivers 
skill levels to handle technologies, need for connected truck concept, mobility management including driver 
monitoring support for service providers and recipients. 

Focus Areas on Future Trucking 

Fuel efficiency one of the key parameters in the Trucking business, as well as potential targets for the government 
in reduce consumption thereby import bills. Possible outlook expected on Methanol blend fuels, usage of 
alternate fuels like CNG, hybrid electric vehicles for all long-haul applications and pure electric / hybrid/CNG 
vehicles for smaller distribution trucks are quite evident. 

Vehicle transmission improvements are expected shift to Controlled Variable transmission (CVT) technology, first 
to adapt might be the off-road vehicles followed by city applications. OEM’s might be keen to evolve concepts 
with regenerative technologies using retardation forces to benefit, as well as energy transmission from exhaust 
gases, usage of light weight high tensile steels or alternative materials, aerodynamic concepts to seek fuel 
mileage improvements.

Road Dynamics/ Infrastructure, The Indian Roads have been still congested, with lot of pot holes and severely 
affected during monsoons. Its expected the trend will not improve much as the cities expanding along with 
population, industries, satellite townships.  Its important that the trucks are well equipped with good / intelligent 
suspension technology, to provide ride comfort for drivers and lesser pilferage for the cargo. Another major 
changes likely to expect would be abolishment of Tolls and change over to e-toll or inbuilt systems to charge 
based on kms driven by the equipment. OEM’s will do the detailing to incorporate these inputs.

By Rajesh Khanna CEO, RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd.
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Connectivity of trucks on the move is going to be a key game changer for the fleets, challenge being the skill level 
of drivers, availability of Internet across the enroute or other alternative plans. Communication integration to the 
vehicle currently, being done by third parties other than the truck OEM’s, current scenarios best understood on 
interfacing issues faced. We expect a seamless connectivity and integrated connectivity to have an effective 
mobility management. It is also anticipated that these gadgets play a vital role in offering support to road safety 
for road users and can avoid eventualities.

Indian Transporters have been into lot of hassles over the years, also the scenario on capital cost still not quite 
convincing irrespective of the upgrades in technologies. Going forward the scenario is not going to change, at 
best these advance technologies offering safety and productivity at best will be acceptable either by force thru 
legislative changes or by a simplified model which will support them financially. Its more expected to witness a 
full fledge leasing models getting in place in the trucking business, there might be a change in the business model 
which will support the use of these advance equipment’s to improve efficiency and safety.

Table 1.01 Technological Trends in Trucks

Fig 1.01 Focus Areas – Future Trucks, 2030
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Permissible safe axle Load change over in par with international standards is set to get implemented offering 25% 
increase in GVW of trucks. The question remains at stake is the implementation process, guidelines to regularise 
axle safe axle load on existing vehicles their impact on demand.   

At the onset, there would be series of political pressures in curbing emission beyond 2020 onwards, there might 
be voices on implementation of electric vehicles replacing the conventional IC engines, but considering the 
practical scenarios, charging infrastructure requirements, e-disposal issues, battery management/ technology 
gaps it is foreseen that OEM’s would be driven towards hybrid vehicles & possible alternate fuels, electric vehicles 
can be witnessed in distribution vehicles and buses to an extent.

To summarise, the Indian Trucking business which is set to have a radical change, where in the technology 
demands are going to be on the rise, supported by political outlook to ensure road safety and curb pollution levels. 
The technology levels are expected to get in par with global standards if the trend continues, however more 
incentives, support and nurturing is expected from the government to support all new initiatives and changes.

OLD 6 19 25T GVW

NEW 7 21 28T GVW

OLD 6 10.2 16T GVW

NEW 7 11.5 18.5T GVW

OLD 6 6 19 31T GVW

NEW 7 7 21 35T GVW

OLD 6 6 6 19 37T GVW

NEW 7 7 7 21 42 T GVW

OLD 6 6 6 6 19 43T GVW

NEW 7 7 7 7 21 47T GVW

OLD 6 10.2 19 35T GVW

NEW 7 11.5 21 39.5T GVW

OLD 6 10.2 24 40T GVW

NEW 7 11.5 27 45.5T GVW

OLD 6 19 24 49T GVW

NEW 7 21 27 55T GVW

Disclaimer – The above illustration is only for reference purpose subject to change based on government approvals. Source : RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd

Table 1.02 Illustration of Vehicle GVW change due to safe axle load increments
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RACE Product Offerings

“Intellect” OFFERS RESEARCH 
BASED ANALYSED OUTPUT TO 
PLAN STRATEGIES &TAKE KEY 
DECISIONS

Our strong network of market 
research and consulting team 
continuously tracks the Indian, 
global automotive market to 
provide clients with rich, extensive 
insights on market entry strategies, 
product development/launch, 
competitive strategy, mega trends, 
vehicle/component OEM strategies, 
regulatory/statutory tracking, 
customer behaviour analysis and 
manufacturing feasibility.

“Connect” OFFERS NETWORK 
AND SUPPORT TO EXECUTE/
IMPLEMENT & ESTABLISH 
THE PROJECT WITH DESIRED 
RESULTS

This Program enables clients to 
achieve their targeted vision by 
RACE deploying their resources 
within their organisation in 
various functions (Marketing, 
Sales, Sourcing, Manufacturing, 
R&D, Finance), mentoring them 
with required skills, connect with 
appropriate key decision makers 
in the industry to ensure desired 
results within limited time frame.

RACE also enables companies 

venture, technical or marketing 
collaboration.

TECHNIC” OFFERS ENGINEERING 
INTERFACE SUPPORT/PRODUCT 
BENCH MARKING INPUTS FOR 
DEVELOPMENT/HOMOLOGATION 
SUPPORT

RACE engineering team is fully 
equipped to support the clients 
with various applications and 
interface engineering enabling the 
automotive market to realize the 
complete potential of their products 
& services, this involves adequate 
understanding of the technical 
needs, operating conditions like 
terrain, location, usage pattern 
and packaging requirements with 
partners in the value chain.

Application & Interface Engineering

• Bus and Truck Bodies

• Packaging the vehicle aggregates

Product Engineering

• Bus and Truck Chassis

• Trailers and Specialized vehicles

Validation of Testing

• Prototype Development

• 

• Aggregates, Accessories

• Homologation Support

• Statutory approvals

Our current focus been on Electric Vehicle developments for Indian market

Mail Id: kh@raceinnovations.in / mkt_research@raceinnovations.in
Contact: +91 98404 90241 / +91 90030 31527
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Disclaimer

reporting inaccuracies can occur, consequently readers using this information do so at their 
own risk.

While every effort has been made to ensure that information is correct at the time of publishing, 
RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd cannot be held responsible for the outcome of any action or decision 
based on the information contained in this publication. 

© 2018 Race Innovations Pvt Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any 
form without prior written permission of the Publisher. Permission is only deemed valid if approval 
is in writing. Race Innovations Pvt Ltd buy all rights to contributions, text and images, unless 
previously agreed to in writing.

Contact us
Feedback/queries can be addressed to our analyst

Also, you can write in our website www.raceinnovations.in/contact-us

 
kh@raceinnovations.in  or contact us at +91-9840490241

Manoj Prabhu
Manager- Research & Consulting
+91 9003031527 l 044 4283 4054
Mail id:  mkt_research@raceinnovations.in/ 

mkt_research2@raceinnovations.in

Follow on: 
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